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bstract. Because of the emergence of e-commerce and develop-
ents in print engines designed for economical output of very short

uns, there are increased business opportunities and consumer op-
ions for print-on-demand books and photobooks. The current state
f these printing modes allows for direct uploading of book files via
he web, printing on nonoffset printers, and distributing by standard
arcel or mail delivery services. The goal of this research is to as-
ess the image quality of print-on-demand books and photobooks
roduced by various Web-based vendors and to identify correlations
etween psychophysical results and objective metrics. Six vendors
ere identified for one-off (single-copy) print-on-demand books, and
even vendors were identified for photobooks. Participants rank or-
ered overall quality of a subset of individual pages from each book,
here the pages included text, photographs, or a combination of the

wo. Observers also reported overall quality ratings and price esti-
ates for the bound books. Objective metrics of color gamut, color
ccuracy, accuracy of International Color Consortium profile usage,
ye-weighted root mean square L*, and cascaded modulation trans-

er acutance were obtained and compared to the observer re-
ponses. We introduce some new methods for normalizing data as
ell as for strengthening the statistical significance of the results.
ur approach includes the use of latent mixed-effect models. We

ound statistically significant correlation with overall image quality
nd some of the spatial metrics, but correlations between psycho-
hysical results and other objective metrics were weak or nonexist-
nt. Strong correlation was found between psychophysical results of
verall quality assessment and estimated price associated with
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-
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quality. The photobook set of vendors reached higher image-quality
ratings than the set of print-on-demand vendors. However, the pho-
tobook set had higher image-quality variability. © 2010 SPIE and
IS&T. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3271167�

1 Introduction
Color printing is seeing a tremendous growth rate in the
nonoffset digital printing category.1 Print engines have be-
gun to enable inexpensive output of very short-run docu-
ments right down to one-off �single-copy� books that can
sell for as little as $10 a unit. The World Wide Web has
spawned new business models in which individuals can
self-publish print-on-demand art books or books for small
or no fee by uploading their content online.2–4 Web-based
publishers have begun to capitalize on this new approach,
creating menus and information guides for individuals
wishing to print and publish books.5–10 Some websites even
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ffer assistance in obtaining ISBN numbers.11 In addition,
eb sites are creating new international social networking

nvironments for book publishers.5

There are several categories of book types generally
upported by online publishers: typical books, pamphlets,
nd photobooks. Typical books may come in hard- or soft-
over, in a selection of sizes with one of several options of
inding style, and with a choice of media quality and
eight. Pricing is typically quoted per order and normally
ependent on the number of pages and copies.

In the category of photobooks, each vendor typically
upplies software to use for assembling each page. Many
endor options exist in the marketplace.12–18 For a given
age, photos as well as text can be placed in preassigned
ositions from a selection of preassigned templates. Be-
ause the pages are created one at a time, setting up a
hotobook can be very time consuming. In response, cur-
ent research is studying ways of simplifying and automat-
ng the process of selecting and arranging photos for the
onsumer.19–22

The goal of the study described here was to provide
aseline data of the current state of one-off typical books
nd photobooks in terms of delivered image quality and
rice expectations. The first experiment was concerned
ith typical print-on-demand books. An approximately 90-
age book �with most pages one sided� was designed and,
hrough Web interfaces, was fed to each of six on-line ven-
ors for softcover publication. The one-off printed and per-
ect bound books were delivered through typical services,
uch as UPS, Federal Express, and U.S. Mail. Psychophysi-
al studies were run to gain understanding of how per-
eived image quality influenced price estimates and corre-
ponded to physical measurements. Observers evaluated
ndividual pages that had been removed from the books and
lso looked at the books in their intended format as bound
ooks. For the second experiment, photobooks were inves-
igated. Seven vendors were selected, and a hardcopy pho-
obook was made with the software from each vendor.
imilar to the first experiment, psychophysical studies were
un in order to compare physical measurements to the over-
ll image-quality assessment and to determine the influence
f image quality on price estimation.

In Section 4, we provide results and details of our analy-
es. We use some innovative ways to analyze quality-
ssessment data, including some new methods for strength-
ning the statistical significance of the results. Our
pproach includes the use of latent mixed-effect models.

Book Preparation

.1 Experiment 1: Print-on-Demand Books
Preparation

.1.1 Print-on-demand vendors

able 1 contains the printer information for the six vendors
elected for the first experiment. At the time of selection
uring the summer of 2007, these vendors were among the
ew identified by research as online options in the United
tates that offered one-off printing for �$150 per book.
ne exception was vendor A that required a minimum pur-

hase of two books.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-
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2.1.2 Print-on-demand content
Book content was collected for these experiments with the
goal of assessing pictorial and text image quality as well as
to determine the influence each has in determining overall
image quality for print-on-demand applications. In addi-
tion, the pages were designed to allow analysis of accuracy
of International Color Consortium �ICC� profile usage,
color gamut volume, line quality, overall contrast, and print
uniformity. This was accomplished by creating pages with
text, photos, and combinations of these. There were also
pages with various types of evaluation targets that enabled
the color and spatial analysis. Pages included the IT8.7/3
Extended Ink Value Data Set,23 a simulated Macbeth Col-
orChecker created from BabelColor sRGB code values,24

ISO/CD 12640-3 CIELAB SCID images,25 as well as pages
of photos, text, and targets made specifically for this set of
experiments. Photos included various skin tones and other
key memory colors, such as sky, foliage, and fruit. Repli-
cates of pages were included in the book in order to allow
for removal of single pages to be used in the psychophysi-
cal testing. The final book content was 91 page sides that,
for most pages, only had one side with printed content.

2.1.3 Print-on-demand color encoding
To assess various processing paths, color encodings in the
book included RGB, CMYK, K only, and 16-bit CIELab.
Some components were tagged with ICC profiles while oth-
ers were purposely untagged. Representative pages are
found in Fig. 1.

2.1.4 Print-on-demand profiles
ICC profile interpretation ranging from correct to incorrect
to complete disregard can cause significant differences in
color printing output. In order to assess the profile interpre-
tation accuracy, the following embedded ICC profiles were
attached to certain objects within the book: sRGB, Adobe
RGB, sYCC, e-sRGB, and GBR, a pathological profile.26

Figure 2 illustrates a target comprised of four subimages
designed for quick visual assessment of how well a system
handles various types of version 2 and version 4 ICC
profiles.27 Adobe RGB and GBR are version 2 while
e-sRGB and sYCC profiles are version 4. Each quadrant

Table 1 Printer information for the six selected vendors offering one-
off print-on-demand books. Information was obtained from the ven-
dor website or direct communication with the vendor.

Vendor Printer

A Xerox DocuColor
DC250

B Xerox iGen

C Xerox iGen

D IBM InfoColor 70

E HP Indigo 1000

F HP Indigo 5000/5500
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)2
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ontains an embedded profile and associated code values
uch that the target looks like a single image when printed
orrectly. When profile misinterpretation or disregard takes
lace, the quadrants should appear distinct. See Fig. 3 for
n example where the profiles have been ignored. Details
n how the various vendors handled profiles in the print-
n-demand books can be found in Section 4.1.4.

Fig. 1 Representative book pages with indicated color encoding.

ig. 2 ICC profiling target with four quadrants, each with identified
mbedded profile and profile type. Image shown with correct ICC
rofile interpretation. �Used with permission.�

ig. 3 Example print of ICC profiling target from Fig. 2 when inter-
reted incorrectly as sRGB for each quadrant. �Used with
ermission.�
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-
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In addition to images with profiles, the book also con-
tained objects without embedded profiles. This allowed us
to see how untagged CMYK, K, and RGB elements were
handled.

2.1.5 Print-on-demand preparation
The files for the print-on-demand books were constructed
using Adobe InDesign CS2/CS3, then exported as PDF files
�PDF 1.7�. For color and gray-scale images, the export set-
tings turned off downsampling and JPEG compression was
set at the maximum image-quality setting. Confirmation of
correct profiling was performed with a trial version of an
Adobe Acrobat plug-in �Quite Revealing 1.8a �EN�, Quite
Software�. Because of the complex nature of embedding
profiles and exporting to PDF with InDesign, two sections
of the book were separately exported—the main section
and a three-page subsection. The main section was exported
using settings that preserved embedded ICC profiles and
untagged K and CMYK sections. The subsection was ex-
ported using a process that did not interfere with untagged
RGB images. Pages from both sections were combined in
Adobe Acrobat 8.1.1 Professional prior to uploading to
each vendor’s Web site. See Fig. 4 for a flowchart of the
process described above. The raster content was set at ei-
ther 300 or 600 dpi, depending of the spatial needs of the
page content. Vector graphics were maintained.

2.1.6 Print-on-demand printing
Each Web site supplied instructions for uploading the book
PDF files. The particular book files in this experiment were
�90 MB. Books were printed in late 2007.

2.2 Experiment 2: Photobook Preparation

2.2.1 Photobook vendors
Seven key photobook vendors in the United States were
selected for experiment 2, designated, respectively, vendor
G, H, I, J, K, L, and M in this paper. Each vendor supplied
downloadable software to create the pages of the photo-
books. Printer details were not successfully obtained.

2.2.2 Photobook content
The content of the photobooks was as consistent as possible
with the print-on-demand content. However, page content
had to be assembled individually rather than uploaded as a
prepared PDF document as in experiment 1. Exceptions are
described below.

2.2.3 Photobook color encoding
Photobook offerings are aimed at the consumer photo-
graphic market. Therefore, the default assumption of the
software was that the images were RGB in format. To
match this assumption, several image types from the print-
on-demand book design needed to be converted to RGB
values so that the same images could be used in all photo-
books. Specifically, the CMYK and 16-bit Lab files were
converted to RGB via Adobe Photoshop �CS3 Extended,
Version 10.0.1� using the North America General Purpose 2
color settings, which assume sRGB and version 2 specifi-
cations web offset publications. The conversion utilized the
Adobe engine and relative colorimetric intent with black
point compensation and dither. In addition, the gray-scale
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)3
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mages were converted to RGB mode, also in Photoshop,
sing dot gain 20% for vendors I and M because the soft-
are would not accept K.

.2.4 Photobook profiles
mbedded profiles were maintained in files where present.
or vendor I, the images with e-sRGB and sYCC were
liminated from the book because its software would not
llow images with these embedded profiles to be uploaded.
ecause the offending profiles were both ICC version 4

see Fig. 2�, it is clear that as of the time of accessing
endor I, the only accepted tagged images were those with
ersion 2 profiles. Further discussion of how the various
endors treated profiles in the photobooks can be found in
ection 4.2.4.

.2.5 Photobook preparation
he differences in photobook software led to several book-

o-book differences, such as in the positions and sizes of
hotos on compilation pages. In addition, some books used
he “fill” option, which cropped images into a page tem-
late to completely cover the predefined region with image
ontent while other books used the “fit” option, which en-
ured that all image content appeared in the predefined re-
ion �leaving white space if the aspect ratio of the image
nd template differed�. Vendor K’s photobook was limited
o 80 pages total; thus, blank pages were eliminated to meet
his requirement. Vendor L would not accept the 600-dpi
mages due to file-size constraints. The images were con-
erted to 300 dpi via Photoshop for this vendor.

.2.6 Photobook printing
hotobooks were created with each vendor’s software and

hen uploaded for printing in early 2008.

Psychophysical Testing
he psychophysical testing was divided into two parts:
valuation of individual pages and evaluation of bound
ooks. These individual pages as well as target pages were
emoved from the book prior to the bound-book evaluation.

ost pages were one sided. Thus, the final number of page
ides evaluated in each intact print-on-demand book was
educed to 40 pages plus two full-color covers. The final
umber of pages in the photobooks was reduced to 42
ages.

Fig. 4 Flowchart of process to create tagged
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-
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3.1 Experiment 1: Print-on-Demand Book
Psychophysical Testing

3.1.1 Print-on-demand individual pages

Ten individual pages were selected for quality evaluation.
Some had photos only �n=6�, some had text only �n=1�,
and some had a combination of text and photos or charts
�n=3�. For a set of a given page from each vendor, partici-
pants were asked to order the pages for overall image qual-
ity. The vendors were then assigned a quality score �QS�
from 1 to 6 �1=worst, 6=best� for that page. This was
repeated for all pages.

3.1.2 Print-on-demand perfect-bound books

Observers rated overall image quality of the print-on-
demand books on a scale from 1 to 5 �1=very low satis-
faction, 5=very high satisfaction� �referred to as “ratings”
here�. The observers were also asked how much they would
be willing to pay for this quality of book as a memento of
the participant’s vacation �called “vacation price” here� and
as lecture notes to be given out during a presentation
�called “notes price”�. Book evaluations were performed in
a single-stimulus fashion.

3.1.3 Experimental details

Sixteen observers were recruited from the Munsell Color
Science Laboratory community to evaluate the print-on-
demand books. The age range was from 17 to 63, and all
participants had normal color vision and acuity. Individual
pages and books were evaluated in a controlled light booth
�GTI EVS, D5000, 1800 lux�. The viewing distance was
not controlled, though observers viewed the individual
pages on the table surface of the light booth and most ob-
servers evaluated the perfect-bound books while holding
them in both hands, elbows bent. The experimental proto-
col was based on a Bartleson and Grum approach.28

3.2 Experiment 2: Photobook Psychophysical testing

3.2.1 Photobook individual pages

Pages from the seven photobook vendors were evaluated in
a way analogous to the first experiment. The QS ranged
from 1 to 7 �1=worst, 7=best�.

d� and untagged �unprofiled� pages of book.
�profile
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)4
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.2.2 Photobook bound books
similar process was used for the hardcover bound photo-

ooks. However, the question about the price of lecture
otes was changed to a question about the price of a recipe
ook to be sold as a fundraiser �called recipe price�.

.2.3 Experimental details
ineteen observers participated in experiment 2. Eleven of

hese had previously been judges for the print-on-demand
ooks. The additional eight participants were recruited
rom the broader Rochester Institute of Technology �RIT�
ommunity and were novice observers with respect to
mage-quality assessment. The age range was from 16 to
3, and all had normal color vision and acuity. Additional
etails were identical to the print-on-demand conditions.

Results and Analysis

.1 Experiment 1: Print-on-Demand Book Results

.1.1 Print-on-demand psychophysics
igure 5 summarizes quality scores for the 10 pages and
atings of the perfect bound books from the six vendors.
he horizontal axis shows the average ratings, starting from

he right with the largest value of 3.63 for vendor F with a
lose second for vendor E. Both vendors E and F have
verage ratings that are statistically significantly �SS�
igher than those of the remaining vendors. Vendor D
shown on the far left� received the lowest average rating of
.25. The differences in average ratings among vendors A,
, C, and D are not SS except for the difference between C
nd D, based on the model discussed in Appendix A.

The vertical axis in Fig. 5 shows average QS of separate
ages. The black line represents the overall average QS of
ll pages. Vendor E received the highest average QS of 4.9,

ig. 5 Summary of average quality scores for all 10 pages �black
olid line�, six photo pages �red long dash�, one text page �green
hort dash�, and three combination pages �blue dot dash� shown on
he vertical axis versus the ratings �on the horizontal axis� of the
erfect bound books from the six vendors in experiment 1.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-
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which is SS higher than the next group of almost identical
average QSs for vendors B, C, and F. Interestingly, vendors
E and F both use HP Indigo printers, but their results vary.
There are many potential reasons why two printers from the
same manufacturer might vary in output. For example, the
two Indigo printers are different models—E uses the 1000
series and F uses the 5000 series. Contrary to the subjective
results, the Indigo 1000 specifications indicate lower dpi
�800� and lpi �175� maximums than the 5000 series �812
and 230, respectively�. However, software settings, includ-
ing halftone parameters, calibration, machine status, and
paper, can all impact quality responses. Both vendors B and
C used iGen, printers and the results indicate these two
vendors have similar image quality �based on QS and rat-
ings�. The remaining vendors �D and A� exhibit SS lower
average QSs. Vendor D used an IBM DocuColor DC250.
Participants commented that the pages from this book were
grainy in appearance.

The red, green, and blue lines in Fig. 5 represent aver-
ages over the six photo pages, one text page, and three
combination pages, respectively. The green line for the text
page �with averaging only over observers� follows a pattern
different from the other lines. With only one text page, it is
difficult to make generalizations, but for this specific text
page, vendor C has the highest text overall quality and
vendor A has the lowest. The text page was designed to
have matched sets of fonts in both 100% K and 50% K.
Observation of the vendors’ pages indicate that the density
of the 50% K in vendor C’s book was highest while the
density for vendor A’s 50% K was low and somewhat
blurred. This was likely due to the fact that printer A mixed
CMY inks for the 50% K specified. Observers equated
darker printing of the 50% K text with higher quality.

The black, red, and blue lines in Fig. 5 �representing all
pages, photo pages, and combination pages� follow very
similar trends. This could indicate that overall quality re-
sponse is overwhelmingly influenced by photo quality re-
sponse. This question is worth further investigation. Also of
importance is the suggestion that book content will influ-
ence which vendor may be the preferred option. For ex-
ample, vendor C may have been the best option at the time
of printing for books predominantly composted of text,
whereas vendor E may have been the best for books with
many images.

We can see from Fig. 5 that an increase in average book
rating coincides with an increase in QS of single pages.
One exception is the relationship between vendors E and F,
where E has higher QS, but the two are practically equiva-
lent in the book rating. The exception could be due to the
difference in content between the perfect bound book and
the individually removed pages. Regardless, the correlation
coefficient of 0.83 indicates that the relationship between
rating and QS is SS.

In order to investigate the prices that observers were
willing to pay �vacation price and notes price�, we calcu-
lated averages of both prices and ratings for each partici-
pant. We found that average ratings were not SS correlated
with average prices, but the two types of price estimates
were highly correlated with each other. The former makes
sense for the magnitude estimation procedure we selected
in which no price anchor was supplied to the observer.
Thus, observers centered their price estimates around dif-
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)5
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erent mean prices. However, participants would presum-
bly pay more for a better quality book. Hence, we used
hese prices as relative measures of book quality within the
bservers, but not among the observers. This in turn leads
o a need to define normalized prices, which will be used in
urther analysis. The normalizing mechanism and its justi-
cation are explained in Appendix B.

After normalization, the ratings were highly SS corre-
ated with the normalized vacation price �correlation coef-
cient equal to 0.95� and normalized notes price �correla-

ion of 0.97�. This indicates that observers associated range
f image quality with range of price; perceptual differences
n image quality influenced value assessment.

.1.2 Print-on-demand color gamut
wo targets were incorporated into each book in order to
ssess the color gamut volumes. Neither was tagged or as-
ociated with ICC profiles. One target was a randomized
ersion of the IT8.7/3 CMYK patches, while the second
arget consisted of RGB values divided into 10 levels such
hat the target contained 10-cubed �1000� patches. The in-
lusion of both CMYK and RGB encoding was to enable
omparison of the printer image-processing paths. Printing
GB values requires the code values be converted into
MYK channels before printing. The purpose of including

argets without embedded profiles �untagged images� was
o probe the maximum color gamut volume the printer im-
ge pipeline generated for its given settings. Theoretically,
argets without embedded profiles should represent maxi-

um color gamut volume. In practice, many systems apply
ssumptions or profiles to untagged images. Printing sys-
ems can also use different rendering intents, i.e., percep-
ual versus relative colorimetric. Therefore, the printed tar-
ets may represent color gamut capability but can only be
uaranteed to test the color gamut of the print result of the
iven book-printing job.

The spectral reflectance factors of the targets were mea-
ured with a GretagMacbeth Spectrolino SpectroScan. The
pectra were then converted to CIELab values �D50, 2-deg
tandard observer� in order to obtain gamut volume num-
ers relevant to the viewing conditions used in the psycho-
hysical experiment. Gamut volume was obtained using �
hapes.29

Table 2 contains the estimated gamut volume for each of
he vendors. The last column indicates how the CMYK
olume compares to the RGB volume. Interestingly, the
MYK gamut volume for vendors B and D decreases rela-

ive to the RGB volume. These vendors may be treating
MYK code values as some type of color space rather than
s straight CMYK or using different rendering intents �e.g.,
atching the original versus optimizing for the native
MYK�. On inspection of the CMYK targets, it was appar-
nt that the color ramps of CMYK were not pure ink lay-
own. This will fundamentally decrease the color gamut
olume. The nearly identical gamut volume results, RGB to
MYK, for vendor A point to a simple direct conversion of
GB to CMYK or a gamut expansion method of the RGB
ata to extrapolate out to the CMYK gamut. The remaining
endors have the expected performance of a larger CMYK
amut volume.

Figure 6 contains two viewpoints of a plot of the CMYK
nd RGB color gamut volumes for vendor B that uses an
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-
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iGen. The RGB volume �solid region� engulfs the CMYK
volume �mesh�. The other vendor that uses an iGen is ven-
dor C. Figure 7 contains two viewpoints of the vendor C
CMYK and RGB color gamut volumes. Note that vendor
C’s interpretation of the RGB target results in a smaller
gamut volume than the CMYK target. The differences be-
tween the iGen gamuts from vendors B and C can occur
because of ICC profile differences or selecting different
rendering intents to use in the ICC profiles. One should also
consider differences in paper �the properties of the paper
itself or selection of an ICC profile for a given paper�.

4.1.3 Print-on-demand color accuracy
Color accuracy was assessed using the simulated Macbeth
ColorChecker target.24 The target, made up of BabelColor
sRGB code values, was embedded with an sRGB profile.
Printed by each vendor, the target was measured as ex-
plained in Section 4.1.2. Table 3 contains the CIEDE2000
results for each vendor compared to the aim CIELab values
calculated directly from the sRGB-encoded values in the
target. The color difference values indicate that vendor B
had the lowest color errors. See Fig. 8 for plots that show
the color shifts from aim for vendor B. The vectors are very
small for the majority of the 24 patches. The few colors
with high color error do not seem to follow a trend. This
could potentially be due to some system issues such as a
bad value in a multidimensional lookup table in a profile.

Paradoxically, the two vendors with the highest overall
image-quality results, vendors E and F, also had the highest
color difference values. This reveals that accurate color
does not necessarily equate to better image quality. Figure 9
illustrates that for vendor E all of the printed colors shift
toward darker L* values. Thus, the higher color difference
numbers are driven by what seems to be a more pleasing,
darker �more saturated� version of the images.

Table 2 Color gamut volume summary �in cubic CIELab units� for
six print-on-demand vendors. RGB values are from an RGB-
encoded target while CMYK values are from a randomized IT8.7/3
target. The last column indicates how the CMYK volume compares
to the RGB volume.

Vendor
designation RGB CMYK

CMYK
volume

% increase

A 307,433 309,056 0.53

B 429,179 313,516 −36.89

C 372,807 448,792 16.93

D 253,074 215,801 −17.27

E 401,549 448,567 10.48

F 224,045 273,149 17.98

Average: 331,348 334,814
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)6
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.1.4 Print-on-demand profiling support
able 4 contains the evaluation of the ICC profiling inter-
retation for each vendor based on how each vendor ren-
ered the target illustrated in Fig. 2. Vendors A and B failed
he profiling probe, printing none of the four quadrants cor-
ectly. Inspection of the prints implies that the vendors are
aking an sRGB assumption regarding the RGB files pass-

Fig. 6 Two viewpoints of vendor B color gamu
while engulfed mesh is CMYK gamut. RGB vol

Fig. 7 Two viewpoints of vendor C color gamu
while mesh is CMYK gamut. RGB volume=372
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-
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ing through the image pipeline. Vendor D printed the ver-
sion 4 profiles correctly, but not the version 2 profiles. In-
tuitively, this is surprising because the version 4 profile data
structure choices are a superset of the version 2 profile data
structure choices. Vendor E printed both version 2 profiles
and one of the version 4 profiles correctly. It failed for a
second version 4 profile in the sYCC quadrant. The sYCC

e �in cubic CIELab units�. Solid is RGB gamut
29,179; CMYK volume=313,516.

e �in cubic CIELab units�. Solid is RGB gamut
MYK volume=448,792.
t volum
ume=4
t volum
,807; C
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)7
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able 3 Simulated Macbeth ColorChecker CIEDE2000 Values for
rint-on-Demand Books.

Vendor Mean Min Max �

A 4.35 1.01 7.7 1.72

B 3.92 0.87 7.58 1.7

C 5.09 2.24 9.84 2.06

D 5.36 1.4 10.59 1.97

E 6.11 3.03 9.39 1.64

F 5.95 1.68 8.93 1.79
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-
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Table 4 Indication that the vendor used correct profile handling.

Vendor

ICC version 2 ICC version 4

Adobe
RGB

�1998� GBR e-sRGB sYCC

A Noa No No No

B Noa No No No

C Yes Yes Yes Yes

D No No Yes Yes

E Yes Yes Yes No

F Yes Yes Yes Yes

aDifficult to assess.
Fig. 8 Color accuracy shifts for vendor B’s simulated Macbeth ColorChecker compared to aim sRGB
values. CIEDE2000 mean=3.92, minimum=0.87, maximum=7.58.
Fig. 9 Color accuracy shifts for Vendor E’s simulated Macbeth ColorChecker compared to aim sRGB
values. CIEDE2000 mean=6.11, minimum=3.03, maximum=9.39.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)8
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rofile utilizes the lutAtoBtype data structure, one that is
ot found in the version 2 specification. Thus, a processing
ackage built to handle the version 2 data structures but
hat does not check the header to see if the profile is, in
act, version 2 will succeed in using the three other profiles
ut would not correctly handle the sYCC. Vendors C and F
rovided correct interpretation of all four embedded pro-
les. The various results for the six vendors indicate that
CC profile handling was still inconsistently handled in the
ne-off print-on-demand market at the time of our on-
emand-book printing.

.1.5 Print-on-demand spatial analysis
or each vendor, edges were chosen for obtaining measure-
ents of an effective modulation transfer function �MTF�.
he MTF is a well-established measure of the transfer of

mage information or detail during image capture, display,
r printing.30 MTF is often used in computed measures of
mage sharpness for text, graphics, and rendered image
ontent. Various methods have been used to measure the
TF of printing systems, including those based on image

oise, periodic signals such as sine waves,31,32 lines, and
dges.32,33 For the studies in this paper, we chose to use the
ethod based on the analysis of printed edges. This
ethod, often called edge-gradient analysis, has the advan-

age of using a simple, compact edge feature. In addition, a
idely used implementation, based on slanted edges,33,34

an be used, or easily adapted for edges that are vertical or
orizontal on the page, rather than rotated from these ori-
ntations. For the case of edge-based printer MTF measure-
ent, our input target feature is a noise-free edge in the

nput digital image. Our corresponding measured output in-
ludes the influence of imaging material �toner or ink�, pa-
er, and rendering of the edge.

Figure 10 highlights an example of the horizontal and

Table 5 CMT Acutance values for print-on-de
Macbeth ColorChecker target. V=vertical direct

Vendor
Patch 5

V
Patch 5

H

A 81.65 78.68

B 82.17 84.06

C 83.86 82.16

D 81.55 83.18

E 86.66 86.01

F 86.25 80.98

ig. 10 Cropped scan of print-on-demand printed test target, show-
ng sample edges chosen for edge MTF analysis of patch 6 in rec-
angle outlines.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-
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vertical edges selected within the neutral patches of the
printed simulated Macbeth ColorChecker �which has been
rotated 90 deg here from the printed direction�. Analysis
was performed on horizontal and vertical edges of patches
5 and 6. For this method, adapted from that developed for
scanner evaluations,34 the edge profile normal to the edge is
obtained by averaging along the edge. The first derivative
of the sampled profile is then computed and taken as the
effective point-spread function. The discrete Fourier trans-
form of this vector is computed, and after scaling to unity at
zero frequency, this is the measured MTF.

Figure 11 contains example results of edge-MTF data
from patch 5 horizontal edges for all vendors. We should
note that two aspects of the printed edge features can influ-
ence these results. The first is the shape and variation in
location of colorant on the print. This could include toner
clumping in electrophotography. The second effect can be
due to the spatial rendering, or digital halftoning, that re-
sults in variations normal to the edge.

A measure of image sharpness, cascaded modulation
transfer �CMT� acutance,35 was computed from these MTF
results. Details on calculating this metric appear in Appen-
dix C. The CMT results are shown in Table 5. Vendor E is

books from neutral patches of the simulated
=horizontal direction.

Patch 6
V

Patch 6
H

Overall
average

84.12 80.68 81.28

77.33 83.69 81.81

88.72 77.13 82.97

84.31 83.04 83.02

87.04 85.58 86.32

84.44 81.11 83.20

Fig. 11 Edge-based printer MTF for horizontal edges of patch 5.
mand
ion, H
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)9
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ost consistent in acutance and has the highest overall av-
rage. This vendor performed well for both rating and QS.

In order to assess noise, the scanned data for all the
atches shown in Fig. 10 were transformed to CIELab co-
rdinates �2 deg, D50�. An eye-weighted root mean square
rms� L* �called W-rms for briefness� was calculated to
btain a noise metric related to perception. Details on the
alculations are in Appendix D.

The noise results are shown in Fig. 12. The patch-to-
atch trends of the noise for each vendor are very similar,
n indication that noise is density-specific for printed neu-
rals. Vendor D exhibits the highest W-rms for most
atches. Many participants commented about the grainy ap-
earance of the printed pages for vendor D, and the rating
nd QS values are low. Vendor F has low W-rms, indicating
he patches have low noise levels. This vendor has high
ating and QS values.

.1.6 Relationships between the objective and
subjective assessments of quality

n Section 4.1.1, we discussed some subjective measures of
ook quality, such as QS, rating, normalized vacation price,
nd normalized notes price. Now we want to investigate to
hat extent those subjective measures are impacted by ob-

ective quality measures discussed in Sections 4.1.2–4.1.5.
or each of the objective measures, we calculated the av-
rage value for each vendor and then the correlation coef-
cients �based on the resulting six observations� with the
verage values of the four subjective measures. We found
he highest correlations �shown in Table 6� when using the

-rms objective quality measure discussed in Section
.1.5.

able 6 Correlation coefficients between the W-rms average values
nd averages of subjective measures of book quality.

bjective
easure

Subjective measures of book quality

Quality
score Rating

Normalized
vacation

price
Normalized
notes price

-rms −0.73 −0.79 −0.75 −0.68

ig. 12 Eye-weighted rms L* values of patches for each print-on-
emand vendor. Higher values model higher perceived noise.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-1
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Not all correlations in Table 6 are SS. For only six ob-
servations, the smallest correlation significant at the level
�=0.05 is 0.82.36 However, these calculations do not take
into account the fact that each of the six vendors’ scores is
an average of several observations. In order to deal with
this issue, we used linear mixed-effects models �see Appen-
dix E for details� and estimated the true correlations as
shown in Table 7.

The statistical significance of the correlations in Table 7
was assessed based on the likelihood ratio test �see Appen-
dix E�. The correlations are significant at level �=0.05,
except for that of W-rms and normalized notes price �value
of −0.78�, which would be significant only at �=0.075.

These results suggest significant correlations between
the objective and subjective measures of quality within ex-
periment 1. However, due to the small number of vendors
investigated, the statistical significance of the results is not
very high. It also means that in hypothetical replications of
this experiment, the correlations may fall and not be SS �in
statistics, it is described as a low power of testing�.

Similar analysis of the relationship between the objec-
tive metrics and psychophysical results indicate that corre-
lation between CMT acutance and the four subjective mea-
sures of book quality is SS. However, the objective metrics
of color gamut and color accuracy are not correlated with
the subjective metrics. This may indicate that color gamut
and color accuracy are not optimal metrics for predicting
perceived image quality.

4.2 Experiment 2: Photobooks Results

4.2.1 Photobook psychophysics
Figure 13 is organized in a way similar to Fig. 5. That is, it
summarizes QS for the 10 pages and ratings of the hard-
cover bound books from the seven vendors in experiment 2.
The horizontal axis shows the average ratings, starting from
the right with the largest value of 4.11 for vendor I being
SS larger than the remaining vendors. The group of the
remaining vendors does not show any SS differences ex-
cept for the SS difference between K and L, based on the
model discussed in Appendix A.

The green line for the text page again follows a pattern
different from the other lines. As in experiment 1, it is
difficult to make generalizations from only one text page.
For this specific text page, the text was designed to have
both 100% K and 50% K text. Observation of the vendors’
pages indicates that the density of the 50% K in vendor K’s
book is highest and nearly indistinguishable from the 100%

Table 7 Estimated true correlation coefficients between the eye-
weighted rms L* average values and subjective measures of book
quality.

Objective
measure

Subjective measures of book quality

Quality
score Rating

Normalized
vacation

price
Normalized
notes price

W-rms −0.81 −0.95 −0.89 −0.78
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)0
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. In addition, the font is very sharp. The reproduction of
he font on vendor J’s text page has significantly low acuity
ompared to other photobook vendors.

The black, red, and blue lines in Fig. 13 �representing all
ages, photopages, and combination pages, respectively�
re not as close to each other as they were in experiment 1.
e can see from Fig. 13 that an increase in average book

ating does not necessarily coincide with an increase in QS
f single pages, and the correlation between these two sub-
ective quality measures is not SS �correlation coefficient
0.51�. Several factors could be contributing to this. The
ost probable reason is that each page for each vendor was

ssembled with the vendor software, resulting in sets of
ages that were not always identical in layout �vendor page
emplates differed�. Whereas in experiment 1, the same
age layouts were uploaded as PDF files to each vendor,
he individual files were hand-placed in page templates for
xperiment 2. This situation in experiment 2 also allowed
or vendor-to-vendor differences in applying image pro-
essing to the pages and images. The appearance of pages
f some vendors pointed to the possibility of localized im-
ge processing algorithms.

Vendor M exhibits low QS relative to rating, while ven-
or K exhibits high QS. This points to the difference in
ssessing individual pages versus complete hardcover
ound books. More specifically, the individual pages in
endor M tended to highlight the image-quality degrada-
ions due to an overall purple-blue shift from this vendor
see Section 4.2.3 for more details�. Vendor K exhibited
onuniformity in flat fields. However, this image-quality
oncern was more noticeable in the bound book content
used for rating� versus the individual pages �used for QS�.

As in the experiment 1 context, both types of estimated
rices were normalized. Again, the ratings were highly SS

ig. 13 A summary of average QS for all 10 pages �black solid line�,
ix photo pages �red long dash�, one text page �green short dash�,
nd three combination pages �blue dot dash� shown on the vertical
xis versus the ratings �on the horizontal axis� of the hardcover
ound books from the seven vendors in experiment 2.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-1
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correlated with the normalized vacation price �correlation
of 0.98� and normalized recipe book price �correlation of
0.98�.

4.2.2 Photobook color gamut

Because many of the software interfaces for the photobooks
were not set up to accept CMYK files, color gamut was
assessed with only the untagged RGB target described in
Section 4.1.2. The process to obtain the gamut volumes in
cubic CIELab units was the same as the experiment 1
analysis. Table 8 contains the results for each photobook
vendor. Because of the constraints of print rendering and
placing the RGB target into several vendor-page templates
that were “fill” only, target patches were digitally cropped
or physically lost in the binding glue in four of the seven
vendors. Specifically vendors G and M were missing 25
patches, vendor L was missing 75 patches, and vendor K
was missing 200 patches. Therefore, the actual gamut vol-
ume is most likely larger than what is represented in the
table for these vendors since the complete RGB target con-
tains 1000 patches.

The results in Table 8 indicate the color gamut of the
print result for each given book-printing job. Ideally, a met-
ric of the maximum color gamut capability was desired.
However, this level of control was not available. The larg-
est reported color gamut is for vendor K, the vendor with
the lowest rating. The next-lowest rating is for vendor H,
which has the smallest reported color gamut. These results
indicate that color gamut volume may not be an optimal
test for predicting perceived image quality. On average, the
overall color gamut of the photobooks is �6% larger than
that of the print-on-demand books �see Table 2�. This over-
all difference is most likely even greater due to the issue of
not obtaining all 1000 target patches for all vendors in ex-
periment 2. However, print-on-demand vendors B and E do
have larger color gamuts �429,179 and 401,549, respec-
tively� than vendor K with the largest photobook gamut
�391,134�.

Table 8 Color gamut volume summary �in cubic CIELab units� for
seven photobook vendors.

Vendor
designation RGB

Ga 384,064

H 307,032

I 379,316

J 342,189

Ka 391,134

La 343,332

Ma 323,980

Average: 353,007

aRGB target missing patches. See body text for more details.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)1
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.2.3 Photobook color accuracy
olor accuracy was assessed using the simulated Macbeth
olorChecker target as in Section 4.1.3. Table 9 contains

he CIEDE2000 results for each vendor compared to the
im CIELab values calculated from the sRGB-encoded val-
es in the target. The color difference values indicate that
endor M has the largest color accuracy error �8.89�, where
ven the minimum CIEDE2000 is 4.56.

Studying the vendor M color shifts in Fig. 14 more
losely confirms the overall purple-blue hue shift that was
bserved by many participants. The neutrals exhibit a
trong increase in chroma. The behavior of other vendors
as not as acute, and ranges were similar to the print-on-
emand results for experiment 1.

able 9 Simulated Macbeth ColorChecker CIEDE2000 values for
hotobooks.

Vendor Mean Min Max �

G 4.56 1.57 7.61 1.78

H 5.33 0.94 12.48 2.56

I 3.99 0.79 7.72 2.08

J 4.92 1.43 11.22 2.24

K 5.5 2.09 11.18 2.61

L 4.78 0.96 12.59 2.36

M 8.89 4.56 13.25 2.55

Fig. 14 Color accuracy shifts for vendor M’s sim
values. CIEDE2000 mean=8.89, minimum=4.5
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-1
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4.2.4 Photobook profiling support
Similar to the state for the print-on-demand books, not all
photobook vendors handle ICC profiles correctly �see Table
10�. Vendors J, K, and L did not use correct profile han-
dling, while vendors G, H, and M did. For vendor I, the
photobook software would not accept the images with
e-sRGB or sYCC profiles. This might imply that the vendor
was aware that these are not ICC version 2 profiles and
chose not to address these profiles. Vendor I correctly in-
terpreted only the ICC version 2 profiles.

Table 10 Indication that the vendor used correct profile handling.
Images with e-sRGB and sYCC profiles were not accepted by ven-
dor I.

Vendor

ICC version 2 ICC version 4

Adobe
RGB

�1998� GBR e-sRGB sYCC

G Yes Yes Yes Yes

H Yes Yes Yes Yes

I Yes Yes NA NA

J No No No No

K No No No No

L No No No No

M Yes Yes Yes Yes

Macbeth ColorChecker compared to aim sRGB
imum=13.25.
ulated
6, max
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)2
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.2.5 Photobook spatial analysis
he printer edge MTF measurement for the photobooks
as made, as before, using edges. However, in this experi-
ent the edges were slanted from the print direction as

hown in a scan of the printed graphic elements in Fig. 15.
his slanted edge was chosen for experiment 2 as a more
ccurate assessment of the sharpness than the target used in
xperiment 1. The analysis regions for the vertical and hori-
ontal measurements are shown by the red rectangles. For
his method, the edge profile normal to the edge is obtained
y averaging along the edge. The measured MTF of these
dges as well as CMT acutance were obtained in a similar
ay as with the print-on-demand books.
Table 11 contains the acutance results for the photobook

endors. These values are all higher than those in experi-
ent 1. However, the difference is most likely due to the

able 11 CMT Acutance values for photobooks from neutral
atches of the simulated Macbeth ColorChecker target.

Vendor Vertical Horizontal
Overall
average

G 88.77 92.79 90.78

H 89.73 90.11 89.92

I 90.22 91.77 91.00

J 91.89 90.96 91.43

K 91.55 91.71 91.63

L 89.74 89.85 89.80

M 91.44 93.37 92.41

ig. 15 Printed elements used to evaluate the photobook printer
TF using the slanted-edge method. The rectangle outlines indicate

he analysis regions.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-1
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difference in targets rather than absolute sharpness differ-
ences. Vendor L exhibits the lowest average acutance, while
vendor M exhibits the highest. These results are not intui-
tive based on the psychophysical data. However, the
slanted edge was placed in each photo template and control
over resizing was left up to the vendors. This may have
altered native system performance relative to sharpness
measurements.

Figure 16 contains the W-rms results for the photobook
vendors, an indication of the density-dependent behavior of
noise. As in experiment 1, the calculations were made from
the scanned neutral patches of the Macbeth ColorChecker
chart. Although most vendors follow similar noise trends
per patch, the results are more variable than those of the
print-on-demand books �see Fig. 12�. However, the photo-
book results are lower overall, indicating that the print-on-
demand patches were noisier overall. Vendor M has high
W-rms values �high noise�. This poorer behavior is also
seen in the ratings and QS. Interestingly, vendor I exhibits
higher W-rms levels in middle and upper patches. As
shown in Fig. 13, vendor I is SS higher in ratings and QS
than other vendors—a low correlation with the noise re-
sults.

4.2.6 Relationships between the objective and
subjective assessments of quality

In this section, we use the methods discussed in Section
4.1.6 to assess the relationships between the objective and
subjective results. The analysis indicated that none of the
objective metrics were SS correlated with the psychophysi-
cal results. Although this may raise questions regarding the
results and analysis, several factors contributed to variabil-
ity in both objective and subjective metrics. Because the
photobooks were assembled with vendor software and tem-
plates, precise control over layout and target sizing were
limited and thus differed for each photobook. For example,
the layouts of the multiphoto pages were not identical in
placement or size between different vendors. Some targets
appeared to be resized prior to printing, changing the native
resolution and intent of spatial evaluation. Some targets
appeared to have localized image-processing algorithms ap-
plied that would cause unpredictable effects on perfor-
mance, such as color accuracy. Thus, photobook differences
in the page and book-based psychophysical testing would
have been accentuated compared to the print-on-demand

Fig. 16 Eye-weighted rms L* values of patches for each photobook
vendor.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)3
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ooks, which were printed from identical PDF content. The
rinter manufacturers and models were unknown for ex-
eriment 2. In experiment 1, there were two pairs of very
imilar printers that may have led to SS correlation with the
patial metrics and subjective results, which may not have
een present in this second experiment. From the statistical
oint of view, we would expect large variability from ex-
eriment to experiment �resulting in both significant an in-
ignificant results� when small numbers of vendors are used
six and seven in this study�.

Conclusions
ix one-off print-on-demand vendors and seven photobook
endors were assessed for overall image quality. Although
he photobooks were assessed with higher overall image
uality, their performance was also more variable than the
rint-on-demand books. In order to deal with small samples
nd adjust for some sources of variability, we proposed
ere an original approach using latent mixed-effect models.
his approach allowed us to compare the objective and
ubjective metrics.

Several elements were ascertained from the psycho-
hysical results. Rank-order results indicate that photo-
raphic image quality on a page may overwhelm the qual-
ty of text when assessing the overall quality of a book.
ecause some publishers had different quality results for
hotos versus text, book content may be the deciding factor
or selection of one-off vendors of choice. We proposed a
ew approach to normalizing price estimates so that they
ould be used in further analysis in a meaningful way.
verall image-quality ratings and estimated price point
ere highly correlated, indicating that observers associated

ange of image quality with range of price; perceptual dif-
erences in image quality influenced value assessment.

Three color metrics were used to evaluate the books:
olor gamut, color accuracy, and accuracy of ICC profile
sage. Analysis of the color gamut and color accuracy in-
icated that high overall image quality could be obtained
rom measurably different color performance. Color met-
ics were not SS correlated with subjective results and point
o the challenge of determining color metrics, which predict
verall image quality. Also, the same printer hardware
mong different vendors did not guarantee similar image
uality; software and settings appear to have significant im-
act on image quality. In fact, color gamut comparisons of
he print-on-demand books revealed that untagged CMYK
amuts are sometimes smaller than untagged RGB gamuts,
hich points to specific assumptions built into the vendors’

oftware that can influence quality. Finally, use of a target
o test accuracy of ICC profile usage revealed that ICC
rofile handling was still inconsistently handled in the one-
ff print-on-demand and photobook markets at the time of
rinting; expansion beyond sRGB assumptions was still in
rocess.

Spatial evaluations were made to assess noise �eye-
eighted rms L*� and sharpness �CMT acutance�. The cor-

elation of these objective metrics with the psychophysical
esults was SS for experiment 1 in which all seven vendors
rinted a PDF with identical page layouts. In experiment 2,
he correlation of the objective metrics and psychophysical
esults were not SS. Both the objective metrics and subjec-
ive results were more variable in experiment 2. Causes for
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-1
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the higher variability are due, in part, to the book-to-book
differences inherent in using seven different book-assembly
software packages, image processing �which may have
been localized for some vendors�, and a potentially greater
number of printer manufacturers and models.
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Appendix A. Statistical Models for Investigation
of Factors Impacting Quality Assessment
Let us start with a discussion of ratings describing quality
of books. Each rating depends on the book being evaluated
�so indirectly on the vendor�, on the observer evaluating the
book, and on some other unobserved factors. This can be
expressed by the following statistical model:

Yij = �i + � j + �ij ,

where Yij is the rating given for the i’th vendor’s book by
the j’th observer, �i is the average rating of the i’th ven-
dor’s book, � j expresses variability among participants, that
is, how different the j’th observer is from an average ob-
server. The “error” term �ij accounts for all the remaining
factors, which are not observed. In the above model, there
are two factors—vendor and observer—and �i, � j are their
main effects. The main effect � j is assumed to be random,
and the model is called a mixed-effects model.

The QS analyzed in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1 depend on
three factors: vendor, observer, and page being evaluated.
Because each observer in experiment 1 assigns QS 1–6 to
the vendors’ books, the average of those scores is always
3.5. Hence, we are not able to estimate the main effects of
the observer and the page. We are then left with a simple
one-way analysis of variance model

Yij = �i + �ij ,

where Yij is the QS given for the i’th vendor’s book by the
j’th observer and �i and �ij are the same as explained be-
fore.

In both of the above models, the significance of differ-
ences among vendors is assessed based on multiple com-
parisons of the main effects �i.

Appendix B. Normalization of Prices
Here we explain the normalization of prices as used in Sec-
tions 4.1.1 and 4.2.1. The same process is followed for both
types of prices in both experiments. Let Xij be the price
given for the i’th vendor’s book �i=1, . . . ,6� by the j’th
observer �j=1, . . . ,16�. We calculated the averages and

standard deviations over books for all observers, that is, X̄.j
and sj, respectively. Figure 17 shows the scatter plots of
those standard deviations versus averages for both types of
prices and both experiments. We can clearly see a pattern,
mostly linear. When a simple linear regression model is
fitted to those data, the fitted value for the standard devia-
tion can be interpreted as the average variability for a given
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)4
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ean value. The observers represented by points above the
tted line can be regarding as having opinions stronger than

hose of an average observer. On the other hand, points
elow the fitted line represent participants who do not feel
trongly about the differences in quality of the vendors’
ooks. Consequently, we want to normalize the prices, so
hat each observer has the same average, say M, but possi-
ly different standard deviations reflecting the strength of
heir options. It does not matter for the analyses performed
n this paper what the value of M is; it could be $50, for
xample. The normalized value is calculated from the for-
ula

Xij

X̄.j

M ,

hich means that each price given by the j’th observer is
ivided by the observer’s average and multiplied by M. In
rder to see how this formula works, consider a linear fit to
he data going through the origin. If a observer is repre-
ented by a point on that fitted line, then after the normal-
zation, the point will be moved to another point on that
ine with the horizontal coordinate value of M. That way,
he relative position of that observer will be kept in the

iddle range of the strength of options �as expressed by the
tandard deviation�. In a similar way, the relative position
f any participant in relation to other observers will not
hange. Figure 18 shows the relationship between standard
eviations of the normalized notes price versus that of the
ormalized vacation price �M =50 was used�. Each dot in
he plot represents one observer. The straight line shows
here the two standard deviations are equal to each other.
here is a slight tendency for observers to be more opin-

onated about the notes price versus the vacation price
with some points further above the line�. The two standard

ig. 17 Scatter plots of standard deviations versus averages �cal-
ulated over the number of vendors� for all observers �one dot rep-
esents one observer� for both types of prices and both experiments.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-1
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deviations are highly correlated �r=0.82�, which further
supports our approach.

Appendix C. Method for Calculating CMT
Acutance
A feature of sharpness, CMT acutance,35 was computed
from the MTF results of the book vendors as follows. Each
MTF, which represents the spatial frequency response
�SFR� of the system, was multiplied frequency-by-
frequency by a visual contrast sensitivity function �CSF�.
The CSF used is that due to Daly37 for a viewing distance
of 33 cm. This weighted vector was then integrated to a
single number representing the area under the weighted
curve

a = �
0

f max

SFRsystem�f�CSF�f�df .

This value was then scaled by the corresponding value for
an ideal system, where SFRsystem=1. The visual response
value, R, is the ratio

R =
a

�
0

f max

CSF�f�df

.

This value was then modified to give the computed sharp-
ness value for the system,

CMT = 100 + 66 log10�R� ,

where R is constrained to the range �0,1�. The CMT results
for the print-on-demand books are shown in Table 5, while

Fig. 18 Scatter plot of standard deviations of the normalized notes
price versus those of the normalized vacation price �calculated over
the number of vendors� for all observers. Each dot represents one
observer. The straight line shows where the two standard deviations
are equal to each other.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)5
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he results for the photobooks are shown in Table 11.

ppendix D. Method for Calculating Eye-Weighted
ms L*

n eye-weighted rms L* �called W-rms for briefness� was
alculated to obtain a noise metric related to perception.
he two-dimensional noise-power spectrum �NPS� was
omputed from the L* image array on uniform regions of
50�350 pixels. This NPS array was weighted frequency
y frequency by a visual CSF. For a random variable, the
ariance statistic, �2, is equal to the integral of the corre-
ponding NPS. This property was used to compute the vari-
nce of the L* array as the sum of the NPS

2 = �fx�fy �
i=min 1

max i

�
j=min j

max j

CSFi,j
2 NPSi,j ,

here �fx and �fy are the spatial frequency sampling in-
ervals for the measured NPS, and the summations are over
he range of frequencies in the x and y directions. The
quare root of the above variance measurement was taken
s the eye-weighted rms L* value. The CSF used is shown
n Fig. 19.

ppendix E. Statistical Models for Investigation
f the true Underlying Correlation
ere we explain the statistical methodology behind the es-

imation of the true correlation coefficients between the
-rms objective quality measure and the subjective mea-

ures �as used in Sections 4.1.6 and 4.2.6�. As an example,
e will use rating as a subjective measure. Recall the
ixed-effects model used in Appendix B

ij = �i + � j + �ij .

n a similar fashion, we can define a mixed-effects model
or W-rms

ij = �
i
* + 	 j + �

ij
*,

here Xij is the W-rms calculated for the j’th patch sample
j=1, . . . ,4 for horizontal and vertical samples from two
atches� from the i’th vendor’s book �i=1, . . . ,6�, �

i
* is the

verage rating of the i’th vendor’s book, 	 expresses vari-

ig. 19 Contrast sensitivity function used for visually weighted
oise evaluation.
j

ournal of Electronic Imaging 011013-1
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ability among patch samples. As before, the “error” term �
ij
*

accounts for all the remaining factors, which are not ob-
served.

This time, we need to treat the effects �i and �
i
* as

random and assume a general covariance matrix for the
random vector ��i ,�i

*�T. Note that �i’s are the latent �un-
observed� effects of the vendor on the ratings, and �

i
*’s are

the latent �unobserved� effects of the vendor on the W-rms.
Hence, the correlation between �i and �

i
* is the true corre-

lation between ratings and W-rms over the population of
vendors. The same methodology can be used when ratings
are replaced by QS, normalized vacation prices, or normal-
ized notes prices, except that the effects � j can be removed
in these cases.

More information about the models used here can be
found in Ref. 38. Calculations were performed in the sta-
tistical language R using the function lmer with the re-
stricted maximum likelihood estimation.
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